Aerobind Releases Airbus Product Line
Aerobind announces new Airbus compatible QRH binder.
Wichita, KS, USA (PRWEB) June 12, 2013
Aerobind Inc. has developed a new line of end-user replaceable pilot’s checklist products specifically for
Airbus QRHs. The company has designed and manufactured this group of products to fit the same hole
pattern used by Airbus for its pilot’s publications.
This product line will include an entire range of Airbus compatible products including a 22-hole paper
punch, 22-hole plastic QRH covers, and 22-hole sheet protector pockets designed to be used with Airbus
QRH and Airbus pilot’s checklists. All products will be available for purchase on the aerobind.com website
beginning June 11, 2013.
Since making the decision to develop an Airbus compatible product line,
Aerobind has dedicated most of its research efforts towards the design of
its flagship product, a flexible 22-ring binder. According to the company
this checklist binder boasts a distinct advantage over existing metal QRH
binders.
“After several inquiries we felt the time was right to move forward [with
the Airbus line]. We were getting calls and emails from flight
departments; most were familiar with our Boeing 7-ring binders and they
assumed we had an Airbus option. I wish we could say it was our idea,
but it really was the number of inquiries,” said Aaron Beach, CEO of
Aerobind. “The customers we spoke with told us about their existing
QRH binders, which had been manufactured with metal. The metal rings
would become bent over time, and apparently this made it difficult to turn
the checklist pages."
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The Aerobind CEO described how his company addressed this issue by choosing a different base material
for their 22-ring Airbus compatible QRH binders. Aerobind decided to use a semi-rigid plastic that displays
a natural “material memory." Should the pilot’s checklist binder become stressed, this memory causes the
binder rings to return to their original position. According to Mr. Beach this results in a checklist that works
better because the QRH pages turn more easily.
Mr. Beach also explained the importance of a properly working QRH binder: "We believe a pilot shouldn't
have to struggle with their checklist, especially in an aircraft emergency. We focus on this issue when we
develop a new checklist product."
Aerobind also offers a complete line of pilots checklist supplies for sale on its website, including the
world’s #1 selling AERAD binder. These accessories allow airlines, flight training companies, and
corporate flight departments to develop their own personalized flight checklists.
Future plans for the company includes low and high visibility pilot’s checklist binders intended for military
use, as well as a “no slip” pilot’s checklist cover. Near term plans also include turnkey pilots QRH and

checklist printing services. These services will be in partnership with several aviation experienced printers
from around the globe.
For more information about these products, visit aerobind.com.
About Aerobind Inc.: Aerobind Inc. is based in Wichita, Kansas, also known as the “air capital of the
world” due to its several aircraft OEMs. Since 2009 Aerobind has maintained a presence on the web with a
strategic vision to offer a premium line of aviation checklist products.
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